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ABSTRACT: Fast precise point positioning (Fast-PPP) provides Global Navigation Satellite System corrections
in real time. Satellite orbits and clock corrections are shown to be accurate to a few centimeters and a few tenths
of a nanosecond which, together with the determination of the fractional part of the ambiguities, enable global
high-accuracy positioning with undifferenced Integer Ambiguity Resolution. The new global ionospheric model
is shown to provide corrections accurate at the level of one total electron content unit over well-sounded areas
and differential code biases at the level of tenths of a nanosecond. These corrections are assessed with permanent
receivers, treated as rovers, located at 100 to 800 km from the reference stations of the ionospheric model. Fast-
PPP achieves decimeter level of accuracy after a few minutes, several times faster than single- and dual-frequency
ionospheric-free solutions, using a month of Global Positioning System data close to the last Solar Maximum and
including equatorial rovers. Copyright © 2016 Institute of Navigation.

INTRODUCTION

The ionosphere plays an important role in
satellite-based navigation, either in standard navi-
gation with single-frequency mass-market receivers
or in precise navigation with dual-frequency
receivers. Single-frequency users correct the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) measurements
with the predictions provided by a broadcast iono-
spheric model. Therefore, the accuracy of the iono-
spheric corrections is directly translated to the
measurement modeling and, consequently, to the
user solution.

Dual-frequency users typically use the precise
point positioning (PPP) technique to achieve high-
accuracy positioning, i.e., at the sub-decimeter level
in the kinematic mode [1, 2]. PPP is based on using
more accurate satellite orbits and clocks, within a
few centimeters, than those broadcast by the GNSS
satellites. To compute these products, data from
a global network of permanent receivers, e.g., the
International GNSS Service (IGS) [3], must be accu-
rately modeled and processed by a central process-
ing facility (CPF).

PPP users eliminate 99.9% of the ionospheric
error in the GNSS signals with the dual-
frequency ionospheric free combination of code and
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carrier-phase measurements. However, the noise of
the raw GNSS measurements is amplified in this
combination (a factor of three using the L1 and
L2 signal bands of the Global Positioning System
(GPS)). Moreover, carrier-phase ambiguities are
estimated as real numbers (floated ambiguities)
instead of integers (fixed ambiguities). These are
clear drawbacks compared with the classical Real
Time Kinematics (RTK) technique [4], which works
in differential positioning up to tens of kilometers
from a reference receiver [5] canceling common
errors and fractional biases by means of the double
differences (DDs) of carrier-phase measurements.

As a result, PPP requires more time than RTK
to achieve high-accuracy navigation. Indeed, the
carrier-phase ambiguities are separated (i.e., decor-
related) from the other parameters in the navigation
filter only when a significant change in the geom-
etry of the satellites is observed by the receiver,
which in the case of floating ambiguities occurs
after approximately one hour. This convergence time
can be shorter using low-noise pseudoranges and/or
using observations from more satellites (i.e., in a
multi-constellation environment).

The accuracy of PPP can be further improved
if the carrier-phase ambiguities are fixed to their
integer values, as in the aforementioned RTK tech-
nique. Two different techniques added to PPP the
capability of integer ambiguity resolution (IAR) in
undifferenced mode. The first type defines different
satellite clocks for code and carrier-phases [6, 7].
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The second category uses only the usual satellite
code clock and computes single differences (SDs) of
carrier-phases between satellites [8, 9]. These IAR
methods for PPP are compared in [10, 11] show-
ing that once that the ambiguities are fixed, both
approaches provide similar results.

The convergence time of PPP was shortened
in [12], within a continental region (Europe),
through the use of precise ionospheric correc-
tions computed in an absolute mode (i.e., undiffer-
enced). This last technique, known as Fast-PPP, was
invented by the group of Astronomy and GEomatics
(gAGE/UPC). The Fast-PPP technique using dual-
and triple-frequency signals has been protected
since 2011 by several international patents [13]
funded by the European Space Agency (ESA).

The present paper presents the consolidation of
the Fast-PPP Global Ionospheric Map (GIM) intro-
duced in [14]. The global coverage has been a
requirement for the ESA-funded project named
Ionospheric Conditions and Associated Scenarios for
EGNOS (ICASES) [15], which has supported the
best part of this activity. On a daily basis, refer-
ence ionospheric values (i.e., slant total electron
contents (STECs) are computed thanks to the pre-
cise modeling (at the centimeter level) of code and
carrier-phase measurements done in the Fast-PPP
CPF. These reference STECs have been used in [16]
to characterize the accuracy of different ionospheric
models for GNSS (i.e., Klobuchar [17], NeQuick [18],
and IGS-GIM [19]) and Satellite-Based Augmenta-
tion Systems (SBASs) (i.e., the European Geosta-
tionary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS) and
the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)).

The current study presents not only the evalua-
tion of the ionospheric determinations (as in [16])
but also the assessment of the accuracy of the com-
plete set of Fast-PPP corrections: precise satellite
orbits and clocks, fractional part of ambiguities,
and differential code biases (DCBs). In particular,
the accuracy of the Fast-PPP DCBs is compared to
other IGS Analysis Centers (ACs). In this work, we
extend, in terms of duration and location, the assess-
ment of the convergence time and the accuracy of the
positioning errors achieved with the Fast-PPP cor-
rections presented in [14]. Permanent IGS stations
are navigated as rover receivers in kinematic mode,
using one month of actual GPS data close to the last
solar maximum, including equatorial locations.

The manuscript is divided as follows: the next
section describes how the Fast-PPP CPF is imple-
mented, and the routinely produced corrections are
listed. The accuracy of the different corrections is
assessed in the third section, with special atten-
tion given to corrections related to ionospheric
modeling. In the fourth section, using the accu-
rate Fast-PPP corrections, the navigation improve-
ment with respect to ionospheric-free solutions is

reviewed. The discussion addresses not only users
with a dual-frequency GNSS receiver but also rovers
with single-frequency receivers. Moreover, naviga-
tion results are shown together with their protection
levels, because the Fast-PPP CPF computes not
only the corrections but also their confident bounds.
Finally, the last section summarizes the results.

FAST-PPP IMPLEMENTATION

Fast-PPP corrections for high-accuracy navigation
are computed in a unique CPF, with multi-frequency
and multi-constellation capabilities [12]. The esti-
mation of the different corrections is done with the

Fig. 1–Top-level design of the central processing facility used in
the Fast Precise Point Positioning technique.

Fig. 2–Distribution of rovers (green) used in this study during
DoYs 169-200 in 2014. All reference stations (black) are used to
calculate orbit corrections, and fractional part of the ambigui-
ties. The blue sub-network of stations is used to compute satellite
clocks and the red sub-network to derive the ionospheric model.
The geomagnetic equator is shown in orange.
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three parallel Kalman filters shown in Figure 1.
The geodetic, the ionospheric, and the fast filter
work with updating times of minutes and seconds,
respectively.

The CPF is fed with GNSS data gathered by
three different networks of permanent stations (see
an example in Figure 2). The first network (shown
in black) includes all 172 receivers. Pseudorange
and carrier-phase measurements, sampled every
30 s in this work, are modeled to the centime-
ter level in a pre-processing stage which includes
cycle-slip detection and the computation of the iono-
spheric indicator named the Along-Arc TEC Rate
(AATR) [20].

The pre-processed measurements are read by the
geodetic filter to estimate every five min slow-
varying parameters such as: the carrier-phase ambi-
guities, the troposphere residuals of the receiver
network, and the satellite orbit corrections to the

input orbits (broadcast or precise). The main outputs
of the geodetic filter are the carrier-phase measure-
ments with fixed ambiguities, which are used by the
other two filters (devoted to the estimation of the
ionospheric model and satellite and receiver clocks).

The fast filter uses data from the second sub-
network of 36 receivers shown in blue in Figure 2, to
estimate the clocks of the satellites and stations of
the network with a more frequent rate of 30 s. The
fractional part of the ambiguities (for all receivers
and satellites) is computed in a parallel module
every five minutes.

Finally, a third ionospheric sub-network of
150 receivers (shown in red) is used to esti-
mate the parameters of the Fast-PPP ionospheric
model (described later in this work). In the cur-
rent implementation, this sub-network covers the
longitudinal range from –130 to 130 deg and the

Fig. 3–Top - Radio solar flux (pluses) since 2000 with a zoom (dots) for the selected period (DoY 169-200 in 2014). Bottom - The geomagnetic
disturbance index, Dst (pluses) over the period of interest.
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latitudinal range from –90 to 90 deg. The iono-
spheric model consists of a two-layer [21], irregular
grid model, where the distances between the IGPs
are maintained approximately 250 and 500 km in
the first and second layers, respectively. The iono-
spheric structure is approximated with a first layer
to represent the ionosphere and a second layer rep-
resenting the plasmasphere (or upper ionosphere).
The ionospheric filter updates the total electron con-
tent (TEC) values of the IGPs and the satellite DCBs
every five minutes, using the precise determina-
tion of the carrier-phase ambiguities done in the
geodetic filter.

In addition to the three aforementioned networks,
a sub-network of permanent stations is navigated as
rovers to assess the CPF products. These receivers
are distributed worldwide (shown as green dots on
the map), covering in particular the regions served
by the current SBASs and their planned extensions
which include equatorial regions. The distances
from these rovers to the nearest ionospheric refer-
ence station range from 100 to 800 km, which is
more than one order of magnitude greater than the
RTK or the Network RTK (NRTK) [22] baselines.

FAST-PPP CPF CORRECTIONS ASSESSMENT

As stated in the introduction, the Fast-PPP CPF
has been automatically running daily since Febru-
ary 2014. This section presents an assessment of the
quality of the GPS corrections computed by the Fast-
PPP CPF from day of year (DoY) 169 to DoY 200 in
2014 (i.e., a month of data).

In order to characterize the ionospheric conditions
of the assessment, two indicators are presented in
Figure 3: (i) the solar flux (top) indicates that the
selected period (dots) is close to the Solar Cycle max-
imum, and (ii) the hourly Dst index (bottom) [23]
indicates that the geomagnetic activity is not per-
turbed (because of the absence of geomagnetic storm
conditions, that is Dst > –50 nT [24]).

Fast-PPP Satellite Orbits

The Fast-PPP CPF orbit correction module can
work Figure 1. Because the ICASES project (which,
as mentioned, supported this study) targets periods
of high-ionospheric activity with STEC variations up
to several meters in 30 s, classical cycle slip detec-
tors [25] based on a smooth ionosphere cannot be
used. Indeed, special cycle slip detectors have been
developed that require accurate orbits and clocks,
such as, the post-process IGS Rapid (IGR) prod-
ucts [26]. In this regard, satellite orbits and clocks
sampled every 15 and 5 mins, respectively, are used
to build the pre-fit measurements every 30 s without

Fig. 4–Hourly RMS of the 3D orbit difference with respect to the
IGS Rapid (IGR) orbits for DoYs 169-176 in 2014. Fast-PPP CPF
computes real-time orbit corrections (pluses) to the predicted IGS
Ultra-Rapid (IGU) orbits (circles).

flagging false detections. For this reason, in the
ICASES project, the Fast-PPP CPF does not esti-
mate orbit corrections. However, to show that this
study does not take advantage of using IGR orbits,
the first week has also been processed using the pre-
dicted part of the IGS Ultra-Rapid (IGU) orbits (the
mode for real-time navigation). These IGU orbits
are adjusted in the Fast-PPP CPF using code and
carrier-phase GNSS measurements. As shown in the
section assessing the navigation results, no signifi-
cant differences are observed regarding the usage of
IGU or IGR products.

In Figure 4, the hourly root mean square (RMS)
of the 3D orbit differences between the IGU orbits
and the IGR orbits is shown using circles. The degra-
dation of the predicted IGU orbits is evident as
they become “older.” In contrast, the IGU orbits cor-
rected by the CPF in real-time (pluses), mitigate the
orbit degradation until a new orbit prediction set is
delivered every six hours (corresponding to the time
tics in Figure 4). In this regard, the RMS of the
orbit error is 3.7 cm, in line with other centers that
compute satellite orbits in the lGS Real-Time Pilot
Project (IGS-RTPP) [27].

Fast-PPP Satellite Clocks

Unlike with satellite orbits, the Fast-PPP CPF
always estimates satellite clocks regardless of the
orbit source. The assessment of the satellite clock
corrections product is done by directly comparing
with the IGR clocks. Figure 5 shows the hourly RMS
of the difference between the IGR clocks and the
Fast-PPP clocks when the Fast-PPP CPF starts from
the predicted part of the IGU orbits (grey crosses)
and from the IGR orbits (black pluses). It can be
observed that both orbit sources produce similar
satellite clock corrections, which are even slightly
better when the orbits are corrected. In both cases,
the RMS is typically below 0.2 ns (see Table 1),
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Fig. 5–Hourly RMS of the difference between the real-time satellite clock corrections with respect to the IGS Rapid clocks for DOYs 169–200
in 2014. Fast-PPP CPF can compute the satellite clocks either from the post-process IGS Rapid (IGR) orbits (black) or from the predicted
IGS Ultra-Rapid (IGU) orbits corrected by the Fast-PPP CPF (grey).

Table 1 — RMS of the difference between the satellite
Orbit and Clock determinations with respect to the IGS

Rapid products.

3D Orbit error Satellite clocks

Fast-PPP IGU Fast-PPP Fast-PPP
Corrected IGU Raw Corrected IGU Raw IGR
3.7 cm 6.3 cm 0.17 ns 0.20 ns

which is in line with the performance data for the
clock product obtained by other analysis centers of
the aforementioned IGS-RTPP [27].

Fractional Part of the Ambiguities

PPP users can enhance their positioning accuracy
by fixing the carrier-phase ambiguities to integer
values. This can be done in undifferenced mode and
on a worldwide basis because the Fast-PPP CPF is
capable of estimating the satellite fractional part of
the ambiguities [6–9]. Although there is not a stan-
dard product available for use as reference and the
value depends on the reference taken in the CPF,
the agreement between the independent estimations
(i.e., consecutive days) can be assessed.

Figure 6 shows the fractional ambiguities of three
representative satellites for the L1 band (B1, top),
and the Wide-Lane combination (BW, bottom), com-
puted using both the IGR orbit (post-process mode)
and the corrected IGU orbits (real-time mode). From
these plots, the following results can be inferred: (i)
the fractional parts of the ambiguities computed by
the Fast-PPP CPF are parameters with a slow vari-
ation and can thus be broadcast to users with a

Fig. 6–Satellite fractional part of the ambiguities in units of cycles.
The B1 (top) and the Wide-Lane (BW) combination (bottom) are
computed using two types of IGS orbit sources, IGR (squares) and
IGU (pluses).
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large time update (e.g., every five minutes in this
implementation), (ii) the fractional B1 ambiguity
daily trend is related with the correlations with
other parameters estimated in the geodetic filter
(i.e., satellite orbits and clocks and troposphere), and
presents discontinuities, on a day-to-day basis, typi-
cally smaller than a 0.1 cycle (2 cm) when IGU orbits
are corrected, (iii) the consistency of B1 is slightly
degraded when the IGR orbits are used (disabling
the orbit correction module), indicating that some
residual orbit error is transferred to the ambiguity
estimation when the IGR orbits are used, instead
of the usual module implemented in the CPF, and
(iv) the repeatability of the BW fractional ambiguity
does not depend on the orbit source.

At the user level, the satellite fractional part cor-
responds to the term ıBj in Equation (1) for an
ambiguity, Bj

i, for a particular frequency (and corre-
sponding wavelength, �) between a receiver, i, and
a satellite, j. The receiver fractional part, ıBi, is
common to all satellites sharing that frequency.

B j
i = �N j

i + ıBi + ıB j (1)

The ambiguity fixing strategy is given by
Equation (2), in which the receiver fractional part
is eliminated by differencing with respect to a refer-
ence satellite, B0

i (usually with the highest elevation
angle). The satellite fractional parts are removed
with the CPF corrections

�
ıB j

i,cor, ıB0
i,cor

�
.

�
B j

i – ıB j
i,cor

�
–
�
B0

i – ıB0
i,cor

�
= �

�
N j

i – N0
i

�
(2)

Three simultaneous conditions must be fulfilled
before the Fast-PPP user fixes the ambiguities: (i)
the formal error of the floated ambiguities (B j

i , B0
i )

must be under a certain threshold (e.g., 0.8 m), (ii)
the left hand side of Equation (2) divided by � must
be close enough to an integer (e.g., 0.15 cycles), and
(iii) a minimum number of epochs (e.g., 300 s) since
the last cycle-slip of the arc are also required. When
these tests are successful, the term (Nj

i – N0
i ) can be

fixed to an integer value. Therefore, the constraint
of Equation (2) is added to the navigation filter with
a great confidence (low sigma).

FAST-PPP IONOSPHERE

The core of the Fast-PPP technique is the real-
time determination of the ionospheric delay present
in the GNSS signals, i.e., the STEC. Indeed, once
the satellite orbit and clocks are determined with
errors at the level of few centimeters, the accuracy
of the ionospheric delay modeling should be bet-
ter than one Total Electron Content Unit (TECU),
which corresponds to 16 cm in L1. Otherwise, errors
in the ionospheric corrections larger than a few

tenths of centimeters would shatter the accuracy of
the geodesy estimates in the position domain.

The Fast-PPP ionospheric model is computed from
the output of the geodetic filter. The ionospheric fil-
ter uses as input the geometry-free combination of
carrier-phase measurements (LI = L1 – L2 [25]),
corrected from the non-dispersive effects, which are
estimated in the geodetic filter. In particular, the
ionospheric combination is corrected from its fixed
carrier-phase ambiguity (BI = B1 – B2). In this way,
for a receiver, i, and satellite j, the unambiguous
LI j

i – BI j
i is modeled as

LI j
i – BI j

i = STEC j
i + DCBi – DCB j (3)

Then, the left hand side of Equation (3) can be
treated as a geometry-free combination of carrier-
phase data acting as pseudorange measurements
(PI = P2 – P1 [25]) with reduced noise. In the right
hand side of Equation (3), the satellite and receiver
DCBs between P2 and P1, DCB j, and DCBi appear
together with the ionospheric delay, STEC j

i .
In order to distinguish between the DCB of the

receivers and the satellites in Equation (3), a refer-
ence DCB value must be selected. This reference can
be the value of a particular satellite or receiver DCB
or, as is usually done in IGS, imposing a zero mean
condition to the average of the satellite DCBs. How-
ever, the election of the DCB reference has no impact
in the accuracy of the ionospheric or DCB estimates.

The STEC is expressed as a linear combination of
the vertical total electron content (VTEC) following
Equation (4):

STEC j
i =

X
˛k � VTECk (4)

where ˛k is a geometric factor that includes the
obliquity factor and the geometric interpolation from
the Ionospheric Pierce Points (lIPs) to the surround-
ing four IGPs in the first (main ionosphere) and
second (plasmasphere) layer, totaling eight IGPs per
ray. The IGPs are distributed using a constant 250
and 500 km spatial resolution in MOdified DIP lat-
itude (MODIP) [28] and longitude, respectively. The
ionospheric filter of the Fast-PPP CPF estimates
every five minutes, the vertical ionospheric delays,
VTECk, separated from the DCBs [29]. Figure 7
depicts an example of the STEC computed by the
Fast-PPP real time model (solid line) from the unam-
biguous (LI – BI) shown with pluses, together with
some GIM determinations explained later.

Ionospheric Model Assessment

The assessment of the accuracy of any ionospheric
model for GNSS navigation is an open issue because,
unlike satellite orbits and clocks, there is no iono-
spheric reference model with the required accu-
racy (i.e., better than one TECU). For this reason,
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a test has been developed [16] using the unam-
biguous determinations as a reference value (i.e.,
the STECtrue) computed by the CPF, according to
Equation (5):

STEC j
true,i = LI j

i – BI j
i – (DCBi – DCB j) (5)

The STEC j
true,i values derived from Equation (5)

represent the true STEC values, except for inac-
curacies in the DCB estimates (a few centimeters,
later shown in Figure 9) and the fractional ambi-
guity in the BI (a few centimeters, already shown
in Figure 6). Then, the term STECtrue is introduced
with regard to the ionospheric test proposed next, in
which the difference between the prediction of any
ionospheric model and the reference is separated as
hardware delays in Equation (6) with a constant for
the receiver Ki plus a constant for the satellite Kj:

STEC j
model,i – STEC j

true,i = Ki + Kj (6)

The least squares (LS) process is used to esti-
mate Ki and Kj on the right side of Equation (6).
By estimating the K 0s, the results of the test are
not affected by inaccuracies in the DCB and BI, as
these errors are absorbed in the constant values.
The post-fit residuals of this adjustment provide a
metric for assessing the realism of the STECs pre-
dicted by the ionospheric model. Any common bias in
the STECs affecting both satellites and/or receivers
will not affect the test results because the bias is
absorbed into the receiver and satellite constants. In
this sense, this test assesses the ionospheric predic-
tions of any model on a global scale because Ki and
Kj are set as common constant parameters for the
entire network of receivers (and satellites) over the
time interval (typically batches of 24 hr). Numeri-
cally, using data sampled every 30 s from the 150
stations of the ionospheric network example shown
in Figure 2 and an average of eight satellites in
view per station, each day approximately 3.5 million
STECs are fit to 182 parameters (150 Ksta+32 Ksat).

The post-fit residuals after solving Equation (6)
are shown in Figure 8 for different ionospheric mod-
els at the receivers shown in red in Figure 2. In
the case of Fast-PPP, together with the ionospheric
model parameters (VTEC at the IGPs and DCBs),
the ionospheric filter computes the STEC predic-
tion for reference receivers to have an idea about
the quality of the adjustment. However, in order
to reduce the computational burden, the predic-
tions are only computed for a subset of 40 stations.
The Fast-PPP real-time estimates at such subset
of receivers (crosses) present the best agreement
with respect to unambiguous carrier-phase mea-
surements, with residuals at the level of a few tenths

of one TECU. Notice that such test results reflect
only the losses occurring in the process of fitting
the STEC delays to vertical values at the IGPs of
the reference stations used by the ionospheric filter
to derive the Fast-PPP model. As later discussed,
the error of the Fast-PPP model at independent sta-
tions (i.e., at the rover receivers) can be several
times larger.

The Fast-PPP ionospheric model is limited to the
regions where data are available in real time, cov-
ering the vicinity of permanent receivers; there are
no estimations for the IGP on poor sounded areas
(i.e., the oceans). In order to generate the Fast-
PPP GIM, it is necessary to include some smoothing
constraints (in post-process) that degrade the well-
sounded (continental) IGPs obtained in the real-
time model. An example of the STECs obtained
with the smoothed Fast-PPP GIM is depicted in
Figure 7 using a dashed line. The corresponding
post-fit residuals for the Fast-PPP GIM are depicted
in Figure 8 with circles, reaching about one TECU.

The rapid or final ionospheric products from
IGS [19] are commonly used to model the TEC, see
for instance the dash-dotted line in Figure 7, with a
nominal accuracy of 2-8 TECU in vertical (i.e., not
slant) [26]. The residuals shown in Figure 8 with
plus signs correspond to the Rapid IGS GIM being
several times greater than the Fast-PPP GIM. Both
GIM post-fit residuals are computed for the 150 sta-
tions shown in red in Figure 2 and exhibit a daily
periodicity following the local time (Figure 8, top
plot) and a monthly variation related with the solar
radio flux (see zoom of top plot in Figure 3).

It must be noted that the IGS GIM, the Fast-
PPP GIM, and the Fast-PPP real-time model are
updated every 2 hr, every 15 min, and every 5 min,
respectively. Nevertheless, although the lower time
updates contribute to reduce the error, the key factor

Fig. 7–The unambiguous and unbiased STEC (pluses) every 30 s
for PRN 23 at the IGS receiver PIMO (121°W 14°N) is predicted
by: the 2-h GIM from IGS (dash-dotted line), the 15-min Fast-PPP
GIM delivered to the ICASES project (dashed line), and the real-
time 5-min Fast-PPP ionosphere using two layers (solid line).
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Fig. 8–Results of the consistency test between different ionospheric estimates: 2-h GIM IGS combined Rapid product (pluses), a 15-min
GIM delivered to ICASES project (circles), and the real-time 5-min (Fast-PPP) ionosphere using two layers (crosses). The horizontal axis is
the local time in the top plot and latitude in the bottom plot. The RMS of the post-fit residuals is computed every hour in the top plot and
represented with latitude bins in the bottom plot for the entire period.

improving the accuracy is the processing strategy of
Fast-PPP as a whole:

First, the use of a dual-layer strategy to separate
the main ionosphere and the plasmasphere: Each
component has a different height and dynamic evo-
lution. As shown in [14], the errors of the Fast-PPP
real-time model doubled in the equator when the
number of layers was reduced to one.

The two-layer description of the Fast-PPP model
has shown to be able to distinguish [30] the iono-
spheric delay at altitudes beyond a thousand kilo-
meters (plasmasphere) from the delays occurring in
the F2 layer (ionosphere). Specifically, a qualitative
level of agreement was shown between the Fast-PPP
GIM (derived with ground measurements) and inde-
pendent TEC measurements from radio occultations
(ROs) of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites.

Second, the geometry of the model taking into
account the MODIP [28] to refine the grid at low
latitudes.

Third, the use of fixed carrier-phase ambiguities as
constrains in the ionospheric filter: The differences
between processing strategies are more noticeable
when the RMS test results are compared on a lati-
tude basis (Figure 8, bottom plot), especially in the
equatorial region.

Satellite Differential Code Biases

The determination of the satellite DCBs between
the P2 and P1 pseudorange measurements is a
key factor for users applying ionospheric correc-
tions; otherwise, those biases would worsen the user
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positioning (particularly for single-frequency users).
The ionospheric filter estimates the DCBs (treated
as constant parameters within each daily batch)
every 5 min in real-time by using unambiguous
carrier-phase measurements and the Fast-PPP iono-
spheric model (see Equation (3)). DCB estimations
are independent from day to day because the DCBs
are not constrained to any particular value. In order
to allow the convergence of the estimation of STECs
and DCBs, the Fast-PPP CPF uses the last 10 hr of
the previous day before providing corrections in real
time to the rover receivers.

The bias between C1 – P1 is corrected when
pseudoranges are modeled using the monthly deter-
mination from Centre for Orbit Determination in
Europe (CODE).

Usually, the determination of the DCB depends on
the pseudorange noise, which is approximately two
orders of magnitude greater than the carrier-phase
measurement noise. However, all observations from
the same satellite (or receiver) share the same
DCB, which implies a high redundancy of obser-
vations. Two factors (related to geometry and time
evolution) are of great importance to allow the
ionospheric filter to separate the constant contri-
bution (DCB) from the variable part (STEC) in
Equation (3) [29]. First, every satellite is observed
by mixed rays from a global distribution of stations
with many different elevation angles (i.e., differ-
ent ˛k coefficient for the mapping in Equation (4)).
Second, the observations for each satellite occur
simultaneously (same Universal Time (UT)) from
receivers placed at different Local Times (LTs) and
latitudes, which means that very different STECs
(with different mappings) are sharing the same
satellite DCB.

The bottom plot of Figure 9 depicts the DCBs cal-
culated by the Fast-PPP CPF every five minutes for
a month of data starting in June 2014 (DoYs 169–
200). The observed DCB values differ from the IGR
product (not shown) by a few tenths of a nanosec-
ond, which is a typical difference between different
AC of IGS [19]. Some discontinuities common to all
satellites are observed, as a result of having imposed
to zero the mean of the satellites DCB when solv-
ing Equation (3). The top plot of Figure 9 shows that
a change in the reference DCB value (for instance,
a satellite that appears or disappears during the
day) causes a common bias to all the satellite DCBs.
However, this bias common to all satellites does
not worsen the positioning accuracy of Fast-PPP
users, as it is absorbed in the DCB estimation of the
rover receivers.

Because DCBs are estimated independently each
day, at the same time as the ionospheric model,
the stability of the DCBs from day to day is
an additional indicator of how correctly the iono-
spheric delay has been determined by means of the
ionospheric model. Indeed, the accuracy of the Fast-

Fig. 9–Fast-PPP Satellite DCB estimation (bottom plot) for a total
number of satellites (top plot) every five minutes.

PPP ionospheric estimates has been used to detect
and to analyze DCB anomalies (jumps and drifts) at
the receiver and satellite level [31].

Figure 10 depicts the standard deviation (for all
satellites) of a number of DCB estimates for the 31
day period. It includes determinations from differ-
ent ACs of IGS: Technical University of Catalonia
(UPC), European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
and CODE. Notice that IGS products only provide a
daily value in post-process. Then, in addition to the
standard deviation of the Fast-PPP determinations
computed in real-time every five minutes (shown
in the histogram), the final real-time estimation of
each day is selected to compute a daily standard
deviation (shown with a line with plus signs).

The average standard deviation of the Fast-PPP
five minutes estimation is 0.10 ns, while the daily
estimation is 0.07 ns. This result indicates that to
consider only a daily DCB partially mitigates the
ionospheric mis-modeling absorbed in the DCB esti-
mation, i.e., this error propagation is sampled with
the standard deviation computed every five minutes.
Regarding the IGS AC results, the average standard
deviation of the DCBs computed by UPC (crosses)
and ESOC (squares) are both at the level of 0.14 ns.
The lowest standard deviation is observed in the
CODE DCBs, which is 0.06 ns. Nevertheless, it must
be noticed that CODE DCB is a three-day solution,
which should be smoother than the one-day solution.

FAST-PPP NAVIGATION

The Fast-PPP user navigation strategy [14] keeps
code and carrier-phase measurements (L1, L2, P1,
P2) separate from the CPF corrections. These cor-
rections are included in the navigation filter as addi-
tional equations with their associated confidence
bounds (sigma). This is similar to the weighted iono-
spheric approach described in [32], but in absolute
(i.e., undifferenced) mode. In this sense, not only the
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Fig. 10–Standard deviation of the DCB for different satellites
identified by the PRN. Dotted lines depict the standard deviation
computed every 24 hr by Fast-PPP and different ACs belonging
to IGS, while the grey boxes depicts the standard deviation for
Fast-PPP computed every five minutes.

values of the corrections are relevant, but also their
confidence bounds. Less accurate corrections as a
result of a poor estimation, network outage, or iono-
spheric events do not worsen the user positioning
because they are bounded by a large sigma.

In this section, the user positioning achieved by
the current implementation of the Fast-PPP tech-
nique is examined. First, it is shown how the accu-
rate geodesy corrections (satellite orbits and clocks),
computed by the CPF, enable a highly accurate
navigation for single- and multi-frequency users,
regardless of the orbit source (IGR or IGU). Subse-
quently, the real-time Fast-PPP ionospheric correc-
tions are proven to shorten the convergence time to
achieve such precise positioning. The improvement
is measured with respect to the single- and dual-
frequency ionospheric-free navigation techniques,
respectively; Group and Phase Ionospheric Calibra-
tion (GRAPHIC) [33] and PPP [2].

Notice that the modeling accuracy of GRAPHIC
and PPP is at the centimeter level and does not
present any bias related to the ionosphere. This
allows us to use these combinations as reference
solutions when ionospheric corrections are used. The
drawback of such ionospheric-free solutions (single-
and dual-frequency) is that the carrier-phase ambi-
guities are mainly estimated with the pseudorange
measurements. The code noise slows the filter con-
vergence to achieve decimeter-level accuracy, usu-
ally lasting one hour for PPP and a few hours for
GRAPHIC. To add ionospheric corrections to the
navigation filter, as additional information, allows
the user to reduce the convergence time. Moreover,
if the corrections are unbiased such as Fast-PPP, the
final solution converges to the ionospheric-free accu-
racy much earlier. This is not the case when using
ionospheric corrections that present biases.

Finally, the Stanford plots [34] are used to assess
how the Signal In Space (SIS) confidence bounds are
transferred to the user domain, showing the internal
consistency of the parameterization and hypothe-
sis assumed in the Fast-PPP navigation, achieving
adequate protection levels.

Orbit Corrections Assessment

The impact on the position domain of using
the Fast-PPP corrections computed from the post-
processed IGR orbits without correcting them or
correcting the predicted IGU orbits is assessed in
Figure 11. The figure shows the merged 3D RMS
error of all rover solutions for one week (DoYs 169–
176 in 2014), resetting the filter state every two
hours. The black curves correspond to the naviga-
tion achieved using IGU orbits, and the grey curves
correspond to the navigation using IGR orbits. It can
be observed that both orbit sources provide similar
results for the ionosphere-free solutions (GRAPHIC,
PPP) and the ionospheric solutions (Fast-PPP) in the
single- and dual-frequency navigation modes. There-
fore, it is also confirmed at the user domain that
there is no added benefit to compute the Fast-PPP
corrections using the post-process IGR Rapid orbits
from IGS, with regard to the use of IGU orbits.

Convergence Assessment

The reduction of the convergence time of the
user positioning by means of ionospheric modeling
is observed after a user cold start or a cycle slip.
The carrier-phase ambiguity estimation is short-
ened by the Fast-PPP ionosphere because it is abso-
lute (i.e., unambiguous) and several times more
precise than the code measurements. Otherwise, in
PPP or GRAPHIC, ambiguities are mostly estimated

Fig. 11–RMS of the 3D error as function of the elapsed time
since the receiver is reset (every 2 hr). Curves involve all of the
rovers present in DoYs 169-176 in 2014 for two IGS orbits sources:
predicted IGU (black) and post-process Rapid IGR (grey).
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with the noisy (although unambiguous) code. Fast-
PPP users that are fixing the carrier-phase ambi-
guities also reduce the Time To First Fix (TTFF).
The relation between the ionospheric performance
of Figure 12 and the convergence of the rovers in
Figure 13 is explained below.

The efficiency of the ionospheric corrections in
the navigation filter decreases with the error of the
ionospheric model. As already commented, Figure 8
presented the post-fit residuals at the reference
stations, sampling only the error of the iono-
spheric model of representing unambiguous STECs
by means of a grid. Now, it is time to analyze a sec-
ond source of error in the ionospheric corrections,
that is, the interpolation from the stations that are
used to derive the ionospheric model to the user loca-
tion. Such contribution to the total error depends on:
(i) the ionospheric activity shown in Figure 3, (ii) the
distribution and distance to the reference stations,
and (iii) the user latitude.

Figure 12 presents the ionospheric error of the
Fast-PPP real-time model at different rover loca-
tions and distances during the maximum solar flux
of the period of time covered by the data set. To
obtain the error, we have processed twice the iono-
spheric values, first considering the rovers as a
reference station to compute their STECtrue (LI –
BI). Second, the ionospheric model is re-computed
excluding the rovers from the processing, thus the
STEC for the rovers is computed using only the data
from the reference stations. The figure depicts the
RMS of the difference between the predictions of
the Fast-PPP real-time model (five minutes) and the
reference values at the rover sites. Notice that the
STEC errors for rovers in well-sounded areas are
comparable to the Fast-PPP GIM, rather than to
the Fast-PPP real-time model at the reference sta-
tions. In contrast, for rovers in poor-sounded areas
the errors are clearly greater than one TECU.

Fig. 12–Hourly RMS of the error of the real-time, two-layer Fast-
PPP ionospheric model for some rover locations, located at differ-
ent distances from the nearest reference station used to compute
the model.

It can be observed that in middle latitudes, the
interpolation error is small: up to 100 km (eijs
station, filled dots) the error is at the same level
as a reference station (0.5 TECUs). The degradation
increases with the distance, but the error remains
at the one TECU level (i.e., the Fast-PPP GIM) at
distances of a few hundred kilometers (ebre sta-
tion, squares). At low latitudes, the degradation is
more noticeable with respect to distance (ufpr sta-
tion, pluses); at 140 km, the error already reaches
the one TECU level. The error at rover ineg (crosses)
reaches several TECUs not only because of its equa-
torial latitude but also because of the lack of nearby
stations. According to Table 2 and Figure 2, ineg is
located in the Mexican Pacific coast within 460 and
1400 km of the two nearest reference stations. The
isolation of this rover significantly contributes to the
measured ionospheric errors.

The accuracy of the ionospheric model is trans-
lated to single- and dual-frequency positioning as
shown in Figure 13, where the horizontal position-
ing error (HPE) and vertical positioning error (VPE)
together with their 3D formal error are shown in
the left, center, and right columns, respectively. The
plots merge 31 days starting in June 2014 (DOYs
169–176 in 2014). Numerical results are given in
Table 2 after 5 and 120 min of the navigation
filter reset.

The rovers eijs, ufpr, and ebre show typical Fast-
PPP performance at well-sounded areas. The single-
frequency solutions at the beginning of a cold start
maintain 30 and 70 cm of horizontal and vertical
accuracies, respectively. After 30 min, errors are
reduced to 20 and 40 cm, respectively. The final
converged values after one hour present 20 and
30 cm of horizontal and vertical accuracy, respec-
tively. These figures are several times better than
for GRAPHIC positioning (i.e., without using iono-
spheric corrections). The Fast-PPP dual-frequency
solutions reduce the PPP convergence time needed
to achieve a navigation error below one decimeter,
between 60% to 80% in the horizontal component
and 30% to 60% in the vertical component (see
Table 3).

The effect of increasing the distance to the near-
est reference station used to compute the Fast-PPP
ionospheric model can be appreciated in the posi-
tioning results of rover lkhu, at 455 km. The initial
errors in single-frequency Fast-PPP worsen to 40 cm
(horizontal) and meter-level (vertical). The Fast-PPP
final HPE and VPE are the same 20 and 30 cm of
GRAPHIC, still shortening the GRAPHIC conver-
gence time. In dual-frequency, the Fast-PPP solution
marginally reduces the PPP convergence time.

In order to illustrate the limits of the Fast-PPP
ionospheric corrections, the results of low-latitude
rovers ineg and bogt are included. According to
Table 2, these rovers are located within 458 and
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Fig. 13–Horizontal (left) and vertical (center) RMS accuracies as a function of time since the receiver is reset every 2 hours, DoYs 169-200 in
2014. The right column shows the formal error of the 3D positioning. The single and dual-frequency ionosphere-free solutions (GRAPHIC
and Classic PPP) are compared with the enhanced positioning using ionosphere data from the Fast-PPP and IGS GIMs. Each mode
is identified by GRAPHIC (pluses), Classic PPP (crosses), Fast-PPP single- and dual-frequency (grey squares and circles), IGS-GIMs in
IONEX format single- and dual-frequency (grey asterisks and squares).

860 km of the nearest reference station, respec-
tively. At the user level, only single-frequency users
take advantage of the Fast-PPP ionospheric correc-
tions. However, because the confidence levels (i.e.,
the sigmas) of the ionospheric corrections are used
as weights in the navigation filter, the Fast-PPP
dual-frequency solution never is worse than the PPP
solutions. Providing a realistic sigma is a key asset
of the Fast-PPP technique. This is achieved in the
ionospheric filter by adapting the process noise to
the latitude and by properly weighting the input
measurements in the left hand side of Equation (3).

The convergence assessment confirms that the
Fast-PPP precise ionospheric modeling added to the
navigation filter is translated into the user posi-
tioning resulting in a quicker convergence than
the ionosphere-free solutions. Moreover, the final
accuracy once the filter has converged remains
untouched, thanks to the unbiased nature of
the Fast-PPP ionosphere. This can be noticed in
the position domain, since the Fast-PPP single-
frequency solution converges to the GRAPHIC solu-
tion, which is considered as a reference because it is
free of ionospheric mis-modeling. Finally, the results
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Table 2 — Horizontal and vertical positioning errors together with the formal 3D error at 5 and 120 min after
the navigation filter is reset for single- and dual-frequency navigation modes (results in meters).

Geomagnetic Processing Results after 5 min Results after 120 min

Rover Coordinates Distance Mode HPE VPE �3D HPE VPE �3D

eijs 52°E 52°N 77 km

1F
GRAPHIC 8.95 5.52 22.61 0.25 0.26 0.63
Fast-PPP 0.18 0.47 0.73 0.11 0.17 0.34
IGS-GIM 5.04 3.84 11.89 0.52 0.58 0.49

2F
PPP 0.31 0.52 0.91 0.07 0.07 0.12

Fast-PPP 0.13 0.30 0.42 0.05 0.06 0.10
IGS-GIM 0.63 1.38 0.77 0.16 0.15 0.11

ufpr -15°W -15°S 140 km

1F
GRAPHIC 10.03 8.28 23.04 0.30 0.41 0.69
Fast-PPP 0.24 0.70 1.32 0.19 0.29 0.51
IGS-GIM 2.76 4.64 5.60 0.69 1.23 0.46

2F
PPP 0.34 0.63 1.09 0.06 0.05 0.13

Fast-PPP 0.20 0.43 0.84 0.06 0.05 0.12
IGS-GIM 0.94 2.82 0.81 0.39 0.42 0.12

ebre 43°E 43°N 230 km

1F
GRAPHIC 8.06 7.52 32.69 0.35 0.33 1.43
Fast-PPP 0.26 0.55 1.07 0.27 0.30 1.35
IGS-GIM 4.87 4.11 16.41 0.55 0.61 0.55

2F
PPP 0.37 0.87 1.05 0.08 0.13 0.14

Fast-PPP 0.20 0.39 0.66 0.08 0.11 0.12
IGS-GIM 0.73 1.44 0.90 0.23 0.17 0.13

lkhu 40°E 40°N 455 km

1F
GRAPHIC 11.19 9.65 25.93 0.32 0.41 0.71
Fast-PPP 0.41 0.92 1.67 0.23 0.36 0.52
IGS-GIM 2.79 3.78 6.50 0.53 1.20 0.51

2F
PPP 0.45 0.92 1.12 0.11 0.10 0.13

Fast-PPP 0.35 0.67 0.96 0.09 0.09 0.12
IGS-GIM 0.70 1.98 0.93 0.20 0.33 0.12

ineg 31°E 31°N 458 km

1F
GRAPHIC 2.16 1.79 25.29 0.23 0.21 0.77
Fast-PPP 0.56 0.86 2.49 0.19 0.25 0.57
IGS-GIM 1.73 2.96 8.57 0.86 1.42 0.56

2F
PPP 0.24 0.91 1.23 0.06 0.11 0.38

Fast-PPP 0.24 0.79 1.14 0.06 0.12 0.37
IGS-GIM 0.94 1.72 1.10 0.43 0.40 0.30

bogt 3°E 16°N 860 km

1F
GRAPHIC 19.36 10.59 35.61 1.38 0.84 0.94
Fast-PPP 1.04 2.04 3.37 0.44 0.62 0.66
IGS-GIM 5.42 4.53 9.44 0.96 1.04 0.61

2F
PPP 0.49 0.94 1.38 0.07 0.06 0.16

Fast-PPP 0.48 0.91 1.33 0.08 0.07 0.15
IGS-GIM 0.96 2.60 1.19 0.41 0.25 0.15

Table 3 — Convergence time (in minutes) to achieve a horizontal and vertical positioning errors of 30 and 10 cm for
single- and dual-frequency navigation modes, respectively. Solutions not reaching such accuracies within 120 min

are shown with a hyphen.

Single frequency Dual frequency

Geomagnetic GRAPHIC Fast-PPP IGS-GIM PPP Fast-PPP IGS-GIM

Rover Coordinates Distance H V H V H V H V H V H V

eijs 52°E 52°N 77 km 82 77 0 20 — — 78 60 8 26 — —
ufpr –15°W -15°S 140 km 114 — 4 72 — — 57 69 22 46 — —
ebre 43°E 43°N 230 km 100 100 1 44 – — 97 — 40 80 — —
lkhu 40°E 40°N 455 km 118 — 37 — — — — 103 100 98 — —
ineg 31°E 31°N 458 km 74 82 50 60 — — 53 105 54 106 — —
bogt 3°E 16°N 860 km — — — — — — 84 69 92 66 — —
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indicate that a denser network of receivers (or a
finer grid) should be used in the equatorial region
to keep the ionospheric error at the one TECU level
and thus, a similar user domain performance as
observed in mid-latitudes.

All cases analyzed in Figure 13 include the
single- and dual-frequency navigation results using
the ionospheric corrections from the Rapid GIM
from IGS. Clearly, the improvements observed with
Fast-PPP ionospheric corrections are not main-
tained with the corrections computed from the IGS-
GIMs. The positioning results using the IGS-GIMs
ionosphere incur a deterioration of the classical
ionosphere-free solutions. This particularly occurs
at rovers located in the equatorial region. The rea-
sons for such deterioration are related to the mis-
modelings of the IGS-GIMs (seen in the post-fit
residuals of the ionospheric test of Figure 8) and
the low RMS values present in the IONosphere map
EXchange format (IONEX) files of the IGS-GIMs,
which have been used to weight the ionospheric cor-
rections in the navigation filter. This latter effect
has been mitigated by means of augmenting the
RMS values present in the IGS GIM to similar stan-

dard deviations used in the Fast-PPP ionospheric
corrections. This is evidenced in the right column of
in Figure 13, where both solutions exhibit similar
formal errors in the 3D positioning.

Actual versus Formal Error Assessment

In the previous subsection, it was shown that the
accuracy of the ionospheric corrections is far from
homogeneous. Thus, it is important to provide the
confidence bounds associated to the CPF corrections
(i.e., satellite clocks, ionosphere, DCBs). In fact, the
margin between the actual and formal errors of
Fast-PPP users depends on the degree of realism of
(i) the CPF corrections, and (ii) the a priori hypoth-
esis assumed (i.e., standard deviations of pseudor-
anges and carrier-phase pre-fit measurements) and
the noise of the random walk process used to esti-
mate the tropospheric zenith wet delay [35]. The
relative weights between corrections and measure-
ments are key for the navigation filter to correctly
mix such different sources of information.

This subsection is devoted to assess the consis-
tency at the user domain achieved by the Fast-PPP
technique for the entire rover network, including

Fig. 14–Horizontal (left column) and vertical (right column) Stanford plots for dual-frequency (top row) and single-frequency (bottom
row) Fast-PPP navigation solutions. Horizontal and vertical positioning errors are bounded by the corresponding horizontal and vertical
protection levels. Each plot shows a total of 904569 epochs, merging the navigation solutions of the 15 rovers for DoYs 169–200 in 2014,
with a sampling rate of 30 s.
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rover receivers located at 800 km from the nearest
station used to derive the ionospheric model. HPE
and VPE are computed for every epoch within inde-
pendent batches of 24 hr. Within the day, data are
processed without resetting the state of the navi-
gation filter. A total of 31 days (DoYs 169–200 in
2014) are merged in every Stanford plot shown in
Figure 14, assessing the horizontal (left column) and
vertical (right column) components and the dual-
frequency (top row) and single-frequency (bottom
row) navigation modes.

It can be seen that 95% HPE and VPE are respec-
tively 36 and 63 cm for single-frequency solutions
and the corresponding values for dual-frequency
solutions are 11 and 15 cm. It is observed that such
figures are achieved with safe margins with respect
to the Horizontal Protection Level (HPL) and Ver-
tical Protection Level (VPL). The protection levels
are computed as HPL = 6.00�H and VPL = 5.33�V ,
where �H and �V are the formal errors computed
by the Kalman navigation filter. The values of 6.00
and 5.33 are the K-factors associated with probabil-
ities of the misleading information (MI) of 2 � 10–9

and 10–7, for the horizontal and vertical component,
see Appendix J of [36]. Numerically, 95% HPL and
VPL are respectively 2.08 and 3.34 m for single-
frequency solutions, and the corresponding values
for dual-frequency solutions are 57 and 87 cm.

CONCLUSIONS

An end-to-end performance assessment of the
Fast-PPP technique has been presented. The CPF
provides a global PPP service thanks to the deter-
mination in real-time of precise satellite orbits and
clocks on the same order of accuracy that the IGS
real-time products; a few centimeters and a few
tenths of a nanosecond, respectively. Fast-PPP users
are enabled to perform worldwide undifferenced
ambiguity fixing because of the estimate of the frac-
tional part of the ambiguities. Once highly accurate
satellite orbits, clocks, and fractional carrier-phase
biases are made available to users in real time, the
remaining challenge is the computation of an accu-
rate ionospheric model to enhance performances
of both single- and dual-frequency PPP users over
well-sounded areas.

A dedicated metric has been introduced to assess
the suitability of ionospheric models for high-
accuracy navigation. It has been shown that the two-
layer, ambiguity-fixed, Fast-PPP ionospheric real-
time estimates present post-fit residuals of a tenth
of one TECU (RMS) at the reference stations used to
derive the model. The error of the real-time model
once it is smoothed to provide a global coverage
reaches one TECU. This error has been shown to
be similar to the accuracy of the Fast-PPP real-time

model once it is interpolated at the user location (by
independent rovers) at a few hundreds of kilometers,
depending on the latitude. Therefore, the Fast-PPP
ionosphere can be used in combination with pre-
cise orbits and clocks, maintaining their accuracy.
This is not the case for the well-known IGS-GIMs,
which have accuracies that are several times worse.
It has been shown that the difference between the
two ionospheric models is greater at low latitudes
and around the local noon.

Fast-PPP dual-frequency users benefit from the
precise ionospheric modeling through a reduction
in the convergence time compared to the classic
PPP solutions not only in mid-latitude regions but
also under more challenging ionospheric conditions
such as those found in the equatorial is noticeable
(between 60% to 80% in the horizontal component
and 30% to 60% in the vertical component) for rover
baselines up to 500 km, which makes it feasible to
use a sparse reference station network of about 100
stations to derive the Fast-PPP ionospheric model.
Larger baseline distances or isolated rovers where
the ionospheric prediction is degraded to several
TECUs, only show a slight improvement. Thanks
to the realism of the confidence levels of the Fast-
PPP corrections calculated at the CPF, the naviga-
tion accuracy of Fast-PPP is never poorer than the
ionosphere-free solutions.

It has been shown how the accuracy of single-
frequency users are directly affected by the quality
of the ionospheric estimates. The results prove the
improvement in the Fast-PPP ionospheric model
compared with the IGS-GIMs, particularly at low
latitudes. Fast-PPP single-frequency solutions con-
verge to the ionospheric-free GRAPHIC solution,
indicating that the Fast-PPP ionospheric corrections
are not biased (i.e., no mis-modeling) and the asso-
ciated confidence bounds are realistic. Finally, it has
been shown that the navigation of receivers located
up to 800 km from the nearest station used to derive
the Fast-PPP ionospheric model is safely bounded by
protection levels of a few meters for single-frequency
receivers (mass-market) and some decimeters for
dual-frequency receivers.
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